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[57] ABSTRACT
An electronic filter which simultaneously maintains a
constant bandwidth and a constant center frequency
gain as the input signal frequency varies, and remains
self-tuning to that center frequency over a decade
range. The filter utilizes a field effect transistor (FET)
as a voltage variable resistance in the bandpass
frequency determining circuit. The FET is responsive
to a phase detector to achieve self-tuning.
5 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures
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SELF-TUNING BANDPASS FILTER FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodi-
The invention described herein was made by em- mentof a self-tuning bandpass filter in accordance with
ployees of the United States Government and may be the present invention.
manufactured and used by or for the Government for FIG. 5 is a timing diagram illustrating the operation
governmental purposes without the payment of any 5 of the self-tuning bandpass filter of the present inven-
royalties thereon or therefor. tion.
FIG. 6 illustrates the filtering action of the present in-
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION vention.
The present invention relates generally to electronic
 1Q
 FIG
- J is a diagram illustrating operation of the
filters and more particularly to an improved self-tuning, present invention.
bandpass filter providing narrow-band filtering with im- FIG- 8 '• another diagram illustrating operation of
proved signal-to-noise ratio resolution. the present invention.
Bandpass filters are widely used in electronic systems
 DETA1LED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
and instrumentation to improve the signal-to-noise 15
ratio. When the frequency of the input signal is variable Referring now to FIG. 1 of the drawings, a circuit
as, for example, where the input signal is obtained from diagram is provided showing a basic RC bandpass filter
any of several types of vibrating transducers, a wide- circuit 10 of the type utilized in the present invention,
band filter is frequently used to avoid signal attenuation This circuit includes an operational amplifier A, having
at both ends of the frequency spectrum. Such filters, 20 a negative input terminal 12, a positive input terminal
however, are not as effective in rejecting noise as are 14 and an output terminal 16 which also serves as the
narrow-band filters and their use is subject to other circuit output terminal. The circuit input terminal 18 is
well-known disadvantages. coupled to the negative input terminal 12 of amplifier
Since the frequency variation of an input signal is A, through a series circuit including a resistor R, and
typically small relative to the full range of expected 25 capacitor C,. A capacitive feedback loop including the
input signal frequencies, in many cases efficient filter- capacitor C, is provided from the output 16 of amplifi-
ing can be obtained by using a self-tuning filter of a er 10 to the circuit point 20 and a resistive feedback
constant narrow bandwidth which automatically ad- path including the resistor R2 is provided between out-
justs its center frequency to track the signal frequency. ,0 Put terminal 16 and the negative input terminal 12 of
Although conventional filters are known which have amplifier A,. Circuit point 20 is also coupled to circuit
the capability of tracking the input signal frequency, ground through a resistor RB and the positive input ter-
they usually require a noise free reference signal at the minal 14 of amplifier A, is directly connected to circuit
same, or a multiple of the frequency of the signal to be ground.
filtered. An example is the "lock-in" amplifier type 35 The operative characteristics of this type of filter cir-
which can follow signals with small variations in cuit may be noted by examining the transfer function
frequency. Such systems are unduly complicated and which- 'tn*^ case wh^Cj =€, = €, may be wr*Len as
generally unsuited for some applications. " • —H-
£mit_ CR\
OBJECTS 40 i e i a~
It is therefore an .mportant objec of the present ,„-
 jn whjch js the voh measured at the input ter.
vention to provide an improved self-tuning bandpass
 mina, Js ^  yo, measured at the „„£„, ter.
filter with a constant bandwidth.
 mina, 16 and .„ an
 B
erator , to .„ f(/stead
Another object of the present invention is to provide , . . .. _ ,r. , . ...
, ,, . T . r-i. -.1. 45 state analysis as in this case. From this relationship it
an improved self-tuning bandpass filter with a constant . / .. . ... , , f
center freauencv sain can be shown that the center frequency /„, center
• . . .-
 f i • .• •. •_, frequency gain A. and bandwidth fl of a filter describedAnother object of the present invention is to provide . ?. . * * .• <• ' .• /ix t „
.
 J
 , , . . . , . , . . . by the transfer function of equation (1) are as follows:
an improved self-tuning bandpass filter covering a wide
range of frequencies. 50 /„ = l/2wC Vl/R, ( 1/fl, + l/K r) Hz <2)
Still another object of the present invention is to pro- •
vide an improved self-tuning bandpass filter which can • A0 = —Ril2Ri (3)
be used at frequencies below 1 Hertz, in addition to and
higher frequencies. _ -,,,„ .. ,, „„ ,,
. - i. •_• .
 r .u .• • . ft = 2CR. radians per sec = \irCR. Hz. (4)A further object of the present invention is to pro- 55 ;,• -i i .u A * .u <-i. j -u j u3
. .. ..' . ... ., , Similarly, the O for the filter described by equation
vide an improved self-tuning bandpass filter capable of .. .
simultaneously satisfying all of the above objects.
IN THE DRAWINGS
 K f KFrom equations (2), (3) and (4), it can be seen that
FIG. 1 is a simplified circuit diagram illustrating the 60 /„ ban be varied by changing the value of resistor R,
basic filter network utilized in the present invention. without affecting the gain A0 or bandwidth /3. Equations
FIG. 2 is a simplified circuit diagram of an active self- (2) and (4) show that while the center frequency /„ and
tuning network filter in accordance with the present in- bandwidth /3 can be changed by changing the circuit
vention. ,, capacitance, equation (3) shows that neither the center
FIG. 3 is a frequency response diagram illustrating frequency gain nor the Q will be affected by changing
the operation of the present invention as compared the circuit capacitance. This is an important con-
with a prior art filter. venience in circuits requiring range switching.
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From the above, it can be seen that if the resistance
Rv is made to vary appropriately, the filter will remain
tuned to the input signal frequency applied at input ter-
minal 18. As illustrated in FIG. 2 of the drawings, this
can be accomplished by substituting a variable re- 5
sistance such as the FET 22, for the resistor /?„. The
FET is a particularly appropriate variable circuit ele-
ment since because of its voltage variable charac-
teristics, a completely electronic control system can
easily be implemented without utilization of mechani-
cal components. The control of FET 22 is accom-
plished through the use of a phase detector 24 having a
first input 26 coupled to input terminal 18 and a second
input 28 coupled to output terminal 16. The output 30 .»
of phase detector 24 is coupled to the gate 32 of FET
22 so that the resistance thereof is controlled in propor-
tion to the phase relationship between the input and
output signals.
Recognizing that when the filter is tuned to the 20
frequency of the input signal there is a 180° phase shift
between the input terminal 18 and the output terminal
16, as indicated by the minus sign in equation (3), and
similarly, that when the filter circuit is'not tuned to the
input signal applied at terminal 18 the phase shift 25
between the input and output signals will be other than
180°, it will be apparent that this characteristic of the
circuit can be utilized to provide the voltage required
to vary FET 22 so as to keep the circuit continuously
tuned to the input signal frequency. 30
Bandpass filters are commonly used in instrumenta-
tion and other electronic systems to improve signal-to-
noise ratio. In those systems where the frequency of the
signal is variable a wide-band filter was heretofore used
so as to avoid signal attenuation. This, of course,
limited the effectiveness of the filtering.
In FIG. 3 of the drawings, the bandpass characteristic
of a wide-band filter (curve 34) is compared to the
passband of the present invention for purposes of illus-
tration. Where /„ is the center frequency of an input
signal which may vary between the frequencies /, and
/2, a bandpass characteristic of the type indicated at 34
is generally utilized in prior art circuits. However, in ac-
cordance with the present invention, a filter of the sub-
 45
stantially narrower bandwidth illustrated at 36 can be
utilized in order to substantially improve the signal-to-
noise ratio of the circuit. This is made possible by the
feature of the present invention which causes the
center frequency/, of a narrow passband to follow the 50
input signal frequency while maintaining the bandwidth
constant. For example, should the frequency /„ of the
input signal vary tof0, the bandpass curve 36, through
variation of the FET 22 by phase detector 24, will shift
to the position 38 so as to be centered about /„. 55
Because of this feature, the noise level is reduced by
the filtering action but the signal level is not reduced.
The present invention thus provides a solution for those
applications in which it is desirable that the bandwidth
as well as the center frequency gain remain constant as
the filter self-tunes.
Turning now to FIG. 4 of the drawings, a more
detailed schematic diagram of a practical embodiment
of the present invention is illustrated. The filter 10 is :
substantially the same as is illustrated in FIG. 2 of the
drawings, except that an additional resistor Ks has been
connected between the circuit point 20 and a IS volt
35
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source of potential applied at terminal 40, and a biasing
resistor A9 has been inserted between the drain of FET
22 and circuit point 20 to provide proper biasing for
the FET 22.
The input signal at terminal 18 is coupled through
the input 26 of phase detector 24 into the negative
input terminal of a comparator 42 including an opera-
tional amplifier A4. The output of comparator 42 is
coupled to input terminal 44 of a logic circuit 46 com-
prised of diodes Ds, D3, transistor T,, resistor R,, and
capacitor C9. The filter output signal appearing at out-
put terminal 16 is coupled via capacitor C4 to the other
input terminal 28 of phase detector 24 into the negative
input of a differentiator 48 which introduces an addi-
tional 90° phase shift into the output signal. Differentia-
tor 48 includes an operational amplifier A2, resistor R4
and capacitor C5. The output of differentiator 48 is fed"
into the negative input of a comparator SO comprised'
of an operational amplifier As whose output is coupled'
into a second input 52 of the logic circuit 46.
The output of logic circuit 46 is fed through a filter-
ing circuit including resistor RB, resistor R9 and capaci-
tor C8 into the negative input of an integrator 54 which
includes the operational amplifier A3 and capacitors Ca
and C7. Biasing for transistor T, of logic circuit 46 is
provided through resistor R10 by a IS volt potential ap-
plied at terminal 56. A +15 volt potential is applied at
terminal 58 and is coupled through the,potentiometer
RP, and resistor R12 to the negative input terminal of
integrator 54. The output of integrator 54 is.fed
through a resistor R7 to the gate 32 of FET 22. Protec-
tion for gate 32 of FET 22 is provided by the circuit in-
cluding resistor Re and diode D,.
In an actual model of the preferred embodiment il-
lustrated in FIG. 4, the following values were used for
the various components:
R, —7.5Kft
R 2 — 1 5 K O
R3 —
R 4 —R 5 — i s n
R e — I M f l
R 7 —
R 8—
RB— 10KO
R10- lOKflR,, — i.sicn
R,s —33Kfl
C,-0.01/if
C,-0.01(*f
C s —lOpf .
C 4 —lOOOpf
Cs-33pf -
C6-0.22/af
C 7 —33pf
Cg-l/itf
C9- lOOpf
FET 22 — 2N4447
T, — 2N3645
Op Amp A, — LM201
Op Amp A, — LM201
Op Amp Aj — LM201
OpAmpA 4 —LM20I
O p A m p A j —LM201
DLDj.Da— 1N459
3,714,588
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The active elements listed above are manufactured by
the National Semiconductor Corporation of Santa
Clara, Calif.
The operation of the circuit of FIG. 4 can be illus-
trated by referring to the timing diagram of Fig. 5. It is 5
first assumed that the input signal to the filter is a sine
wave as shown by the curve 100 in FIG. 5A and the
output signal obtained from the filter is another sine
wave 102 (FIG. SB) which is more than 180° out of
phase with the input signal. At this point, the filter is
obviously not tuned to the input signal frequency since,
according to equation (1) above, there must be a 180°
phase difference/„ of the input signal.
The first step in the tuning process is the differentia- ..
tion of the filter output signal by the differentiator 48.
This introduces an additional 90° phase shift which is
necessary to make the final FET control voltage
become positive or negative as required. The dif-
ferentiated waveform is shown as curve 104 in FIG. 5C. 20
The input signal 100 and the differentiated output
signal 104 are then converted into the square waves
106 (FIG. SD) and 108 (FIG. 5E) by the comparators
42 and 50, respectively. These square waves are then
fed into the logic circuit 46 to produce the waveform 25
110 (FIG. 5F) at circuit point 47 which is then inverted
by transistor T, to provide the signal 112 (FIG. SO) at
terminal 48.
When the filter input and output signals 100 and 102
are exactly 180° out of phase, i.e., when the filter is 30
tuned, signal 112 attains an average DC level of E0.
However, as the phase shift increases or decreases from
180°, this DC level will change to E0 ± AE0, and by can-
celling the voltage E0 through the application thereto of
an opposing DC voltage derived from terminal 56
through the potentiometer RP, and resistor R12, the
error voltage ± AE0 can be separated and amplified by
the integrator 54 for use in controlling FET 22. Integra-
tor 54 has a high DC gain of about 105 to provide a
 4Q
strong correcting signal to the gate 32 of FET 22, but a
low AC gain to remove ripple from the error voltage.
FIG. 6 illustrates at B the effect of the circuit on the
noisy input'signal shown at A. The curve A is an unfil-
tered 5kHz 1 volt peak-to-peak sine wave which was 45
applied to input terminal 18 and curve B is the resultant
filtered signal obtained at output terminal 16. This ex-
ample was provided using a calibrated white noise
source having a 3db point at 30kHz and a roll-off of
6db per octave above 30kHz. 50
FIG. 7 is a plot of the minimum signal-to-noise ratio
necessary for the filter to lock in to an input signal of 1
volt RMS. The filter will lock in better at higher
frequencies, however, because there are more cycles of
signal per unit time. This, of course, enhances the abili- 55
ty of the filter to lock in to a given input signal:
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating the time required for
the filter to lock in to a signal suddenly applied in the
presence of noise. As would be expected, the lock in
time is less for higher frequencies and for high signal-
to-noise ratios.
With the values shown above, the filter self-tunes
from 2kHz to 20kHz, and over this range the gain
remains constant to better than plus or minus 1 per-
cent. The circuit of the present invention may also be
used to phase shift a signal by an amount independent
of frequency while maintaining a constant amplitude as
35
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frequency is changed. This can be done by setting RP,
to give phase shifts other than 180° between the input
and output.
Although it is contemplated that many modifications
of the above disclosed invention will become apparent
to those of skill in the art after having read this descrip-
tion of a preferred embodiment, it is to be understood
that the above disclosure is made for purposes of illus-
tration only and is in no way intended to be limiting.
Accordingly, it is intended that the appended claims be
interpreted as including all modifications which fall
within the true spirit and scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. A self-tuning, constant-bandwidth, constant-gain
filter device comprising:
a filter circuit for receiving an input signal and opera-
tive to provide an output signal, said filter circuit
having a passband of a constant bandwidth and a
constant gain and including a variable impedance
means responsive to a control signal for determin-
ing the center frequency of said passband;
a phase detector responsive to said input signal and
said output signal for developing said control
signal in response to the phase relationship
between said input and output signals;
said filter means including an operational amplifier
having first and second input terminals and an out-
put terminal, an input circuit including a first re-
sistor and a first capacitor connected in series for
coupling said input signal to said first input ter-
minal, the connection between said first resistor
and said first capacitor forming a junction, a
capacitive feedback circuit coupling said output
terminal and said junction, a resistive feedback cir-
cuit coupling said output terminal and said first
input terminal, and said variable impedance means
being coupled between said junction and said
second input terminal.
2. A self-tuning, constant-bandwidth, constant-gain
filter device as recited in claim 1 wherein said phase de-
tector includes a differentiator for differentiating the
signal appearing at said output terminal, comparator
means responsive to the output of said differentiator
and the signal appearing at said first input terminal for
generating a square-wave signal, logic circuit means
coupled to said comparator means for rectifying said
square-wave signal and producing a d-c output voltage,
means coupled to said logic circuit means for offsetting
the average of said d-c voltage, an integrator having an
input and an output, said logic circuit means being cou-
pled to said integrator input, and said control signal
being produced at said integrator output.
3. A self-tuning, constant-bandwidth, constant-gain
filter device as recited in claim 1 wherein said variable
impedance means is a variable resistance means cou-
pled between said junction and second input terminal.
4. A self-tuning, constant-bandwidth, constant-gain
filter device as recited in claim 3 wherein said variable
resistance means is a field-effect transistor having a
gate electrode, a source electrode, and a drain elec-
trode, said drain electrode being coupled to said junc-
tion, said source electrode being coupled to said
second input terminal, and said gate being coupled to
the output of said phase detector.
3,714,588
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5. A self-tuning, constant-bandwidth, constant-gain
filter device as recited in claim 4 wherein said phase de-
tector includes a differentiator for differentiating the
signal appearing at said output terminal, comparator
means responsive to the output of said differentiator
and the signal appearing at said first input terminal for
generating a square-wave signal,.logic circuit means
coupled to said comparator means for rectifying said
square-wave signal, and producing a d-c output volt-
age, means coupled to said logic circuit means for off-
setting the average of said d-c voltage, an integrator
having an input and .an output, said logic circuit means
being coupled to said integrator input, and said control
signal being produced at said integrator output.
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